1. All of the cancer types need to normal and mutations dynamics opposition balanced with sharing codominant (equally dominant) functionality.

2. Feedback mechanisms had been formatted between normal identity and mutations identity.


4. Therapeutic style had been established conventional and unconventional (herbal-natural) drugs.

5. Treatment method is triple key method (trigeminus clavis modus) maturation, apoptosis, phagositosis at the same time.

6. Holy divinehu spiritual activation for spiritual and material bodies opposition balanced.
EFRUZHU ONCOMEDICUS FORMULAE

NF-κB INHIBITOR : M1
ANTI-INFLAMMATION : M2
HDAC INHIBITOR : N1
DNMT INHIBITOR : N2
GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN : N3
ELECTROLYTE : N4
SIGNALLING : N5
HOLY DIVINEHU : N6
M : MUTATIONS DYNAMICS DRUGS
N : NORMAL DYNAMICS DRUGS
ABSOLUTE ANY STAGE
ONCOTHERAPY : OT

1.)

N1+N2+N3+N4+N5+N6
OT = -----------------------------
    M1+M2

2.)

OT: N1+N2+N3+N4+N5+N6—(M1+M2)

3.)

OT: N1×N2×N3×N4×N5×N6—(M1×M2)
4.)
\[ \text{OT: } N_1+N_2+N_3+N_4+N_5+N_6 = M_1+M_2 = 0 \]

5.)
\[ \text{OT: } N_1N_2N_3N_4N_5N_6 = M_1\times M_2 = 0 \]
APEX DEGREE
TURKISH CYPRIOT PHILOSOPHER EFRUZHU
PHRMP
PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTANT MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PCMO
TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS
NORTH CYPRUS
1. EFRUZHU ANTINEOPLASTIC DOSAGE REGIMENS THEORY
http://essafihucancertrea.wixsite.com/nf-kb-drughu

2. EFRUZHU ONCOTHERAPY DOSAGE THEORY
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSn-8jeVV8Tznh4WPSg2-Nw

3. EFRUZHU CANCER CARCINOGENESIS THEORY AND LAWS
http://essafihucancertrea.wixsite.com/philosopherefruzhu-7

4. ALL-IN-ONE SITE SYSTEM
https://essafihucancertrea.wixsite.com/allahahadvitrferdhu1
EFRUIZHU CYPRIUS TURCICA (CYPRUM TURCA) "TRIGEMINUS CLAVIS MODUS" (TRIPLE KEY METHOD)

1. MATURATION
2. APOPTOSIS
3. PHAGOSITOSIS (AT THE SAME TIME)

ABSOLUTE ANY STAGE ONCOTHERAPY